The next software update v1.0.0-R1122 has been approved for release! The following updates were made on this version:
Major Updates



A new panel at the bottom of the laser software will allow you to:
o Position objects at exact locations on the workspace
o Rotate objects at exact angles using different reference points
o Scale objects at exact scaling %



Multiple objects can be grouped and manipulated together



Multiple objects can be center- or side-aligned to each other



Saving projects on workspaces as BIN files now saves all material settings



Keyboard arrow keys can be used to precisely move objects on the workspace

Minor Updates


Undo/Redo bug fixes



After 30 days offline, users will be prompted to connect machine online to receive updates



LCD warning screens will automatically close when a system fault is cleared



More accurate troubleshooting guidance on LCD for lid switch errors

The LC40 software update process differs significantly from the Dremel 3D printer update process. The LC40 software
update cannot be downloaded and then uploaded to the machine via USB, but instead will be automatically pushed over
the internet to your LC40. This process is quite similar to how your smartphone receives software updates automatically.
In order to ensure the software performs as expected, we will be systematically rolling out the software update to all
users over the next few weeks, beginning on July 15th. The timing of when the update will be pushed to your specific LC40
is determined at random, but the instructions for getting the update is as follows:
If LC40 is connected to the internet via ethernet connection to your router:
The update will be pushed to your machine automatically and you will not need to take action besides accepting the
prompt that will appear on your LC40 when the software is ready.
If LC40 is connected to the internet via wireless connection:
While the update will be pushed to your machine automatically, we recommend that you connect your LC40 to your
router via Ethernet connection and restart the machine after connecting for better signal integrity, if possible. To get the
update, simply accept the prompt that will appear on your LC40 touchscreen when the software is ready.
If LC40 is not connected to the internet:
Once the software update is ready for your LC40, you will need to connect your machine to the internet and then restart
it in order to receive the update. Don’t worry if you are unable to connect soon. Our system will maintain a record so that
you will automatically receive the update the next time you are able to connect your LC40 to the internet and restart the
machine.

If your system does not prompt you with an update by August 12th, please reach out to our customer support team at 1844-437-6533 so that we can remotely update your LC40 software.
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